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Abstract— This paper reports an evaluation of UWB radio
technology and Time-Reversal (TR) technique in tunnel
environments for train-to-wayside communication. UWB
technology has the potential to offer simultaneous ground-to-
train communication, train location and obstacle detection
in front of the trains. Time-Reversal channel pre-filtering
facilitates signal detection and helps reduce interference.
Thus, UWB-TR combination provides a challenging, eco-
nomically sensible, as well as technically effective alternative
solution to existing signaling technologies used in urban
transport systems. This paper deals with deterministic chan-
nel modeling and its characterization in tunnel environment.
It reports simulation performance evaluation of UWB-TR
combinations in the developed channel model.

Index Terms— UWB, time-reversal, channel modeling, ray
tracing, railway systems, CBTC, tunnel, propagation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

For high-performance, economical and reliable trans-
portation networks, optimization of railway infrastructure
and train communication equipment are required. In order
to provide wireless services and safety feeling anywhere
at any time to passengers, advanced control and command
systems integrate intelligent embedded radio frequency
(RF) solutions in the railroad and aboard the trains.
Through the computer-aided dispatching platforms, cen-
tralized traffic control centers (CTC) collect information
about status, speed and location from the existing signal
infrastructure. This information is used to send specific
command instructions (voice and data) to each train and
to display traffic information to passengers. This train-to-
wayside data exchange is known by the acronym CBTC
for Communication-Based Train Control.

Current requirements for CBTC, especially for driver-
less subway systems, necessitate real-time high data-
rate communication, typically several Mbps. To achieve
this high transmission rate, current commercial solutions
use radio modems working at high carrier frequencies,
between 2 and 6 GHz [1]. For some industrial suppli-
ers [2], the radio modems are very close to the existing
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) standards i.e.
IEEE 802.11 a, b/g, but could migrate, when available,
to the IEEE 802.11p standard (WAVE1) [3]. Some other
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industrial suppliers develop proprietary schemes CBTC
radio systems [4] [5]. The whole transport network (in-
frastructure and trains) is built over a variety of environ-
ments (open-space, subway tunnels, viaducts, etc.). As a
result, the characteristics of the train-to-wayside propaga-
tion channel will change while the train is moving. This
impacts the communication system level of performance.
Thus, the considered communication system has to match
these environment changes. However, the tunnel is the
most common environment for subway guided transport.
Indeed, managing and optimizing the use of rail transport
necessitates the exploitation of underground environments
in order to decongest urban sites. In such environments,
narrow bandwidth communication suffers from frequency
and spatial selectivities. Due to signal attenuation along
the tunnel according to the distance and the frequency
used and due to heavy multi-path effect, RF transmission
is subject to several problems. Previous studies have
shown that free propagation in subway tunnels is effective
at frequencies starting at 900 MHz [6], [7] and up to
several GHz. As a result, and regarding frequency bands
allowed for UWB communication, UWB has, inter alia,
the advantage of considerably improving the conditions
for an effective radio transmission in tunnels.

In this paper, UWB deterministic channel modeling
and characterization in tunnels are mainly discussed.
Furthermore, UWB transmission optimized through Time-
Reversal (TR) technique [8], [9], [10] is investigated
and proved to be advantageous in such applications and
environments. This is especially the case in terms of
increasing Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and therefore the
communication range. This reduces interference effects,
receivers complexity, improves data-rates, multi-user ca-
pacity and provides Low Probability of Interception (LPI)
to non-intentional users.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
an overview of the proposed CBTC system. Section 3 de-
scribes the UWB channel model characteristics in tunnels
and section 4 demonstrates, by means of simulation, the
usefulness and effectiveness of UWB-TR combination.
Finally, appropriate conclusions are drawn in section 5.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSEDCBTC SYSTEM

In this work, we have chosen to explore the UWB Im-
pulse Radio (UWB-IR) technology. The main objectives
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are to maintain a high speed, robust and highly available
train-to-wayside communication by means of UWB trans-
mission in tunnels. The proposed system architecture is
illustrated in Figure 1. Ideally, if the communication range

Figure 1. Proposed CBTC system.

is sufficient, access points (APs) equipped with UWB-
IR modems are deployed along the tunnel at intervals
of an inter-station distance, along the transport network.
Each AP covers a separate communication area which
allows wireless communication, through antennas, with
the embedded equipment on the trains circulating in that
particular area. Wireless communication equipment is
connected to a fiber optic backbone (FOB) insuring a
continuous link between ground units and with the CTC.
Although this paper concentrates on train-to-wayside
communication, UWB radio technology also offers more
potential for the control and command of trains:

• It provides potentially high transmission data-rate,
using a very large bandwidth;

• It offers high resolution train location because of the
fine temporal resolution of the transmitted pulses;

• It adds ability to detect obstacles (radar) due to the
impulsive nature of the signals. This capability is
essential to avoid obstacles in front of the train or to
detect preceding trains;

• Availability and robustness to multi-path are inherent
to the large frequency bandwidth;

• UWB CBTC has a low probability of interception to
non-intentional receivers due to very low transmitted
power spectral densities (PSD). This property is
interesting for the safe operation of railway systems;

• It can coexist with other radio systems thanks to low
PSD, resulting in fewer requirements of allocated
frequencies.

The ability to combine all these assets is a major element
of integration that makes UWB a novel, effective and
complete solution for a CBTC application [11].

III. UWB C HANNEL IN TUNNELS

A. Channel Modeling

In the early 1970s, Mahmoud and Wait derived a ge-
ometrical ray model for straight rectangular tunnels [12].
In the following study, we used the same model. Based
on geometrical optics and the ray-tracing techniques, a

straight 8 m wide and 6 m high, rectangular, infinite
tunnel is simulated [10]. Uniform cross-section and lossy,
smooth walls are assumed. Regarding this geometry and
tunnel cross section, very large relative to our studied
wavelengths (10 to 3 cm), this deterministic approach
seems accurate and easy to implement. Thus, the choice
of this approach is suitable compared to the experimental
approach which is accurate and reliable but relatively
long and complex. The model is exploited in frequency
domain, over the 3.1 to 10.6 GHz FCC2 authorized band.
The time domain channel impulse response (CIR) is
obtained, applying Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT)
algorithm on the total received electric field, for a given
Tx − Rx link, (1):

Etot =
∑

[fmin,fmax]

E0

λ

4π

N−1
∑

n=0

e−jkdn

dn
Rα

V R
β
H

h(t) = F−1

{

Etot

E0

}

(1)

whereE0 denotes the reference electric field,N is the
considered images of sourceTx, k is the wave number,
RV (H) andα(β) are, respectively, the complex reflection
coefficient and the number of reflections on the verti-
cal(horizontal) walls anddn is the length of thenth

ray. The model assumes non-magnetic and homogeneous
interfaces (same material), so the relative complex per-
mittivity is only frequency-dependent and permeability
µr = 1. Table I summarizes the channel parameters used
for this evaluation.

TABLE I.
CHANNEL MODEL PARAMETERS.

Parameter Value
Link LOS

Frequency band [GHz] 3.1 − 10.6 (1601pts)
Conductivity [S/m] σ = 0.05
Permeability [H/m] µr = 1
Permittivity [F/m] ǫr = 7, (ǫ

r
≈ ǫr − j60σλ)

Tunnel size (hxw) [m] 6x8
Nb of reflections αmax = 12

N (virtual sources) 168+ direct path

B. Channel Characterization

To perform the channel characterization, we used the
theoretical model and we consider the simulation setup
shown in Fig. 2. The transmitter is located at a particular
place along the main axis of the tunnel, at different lateral
positions (P1, P2, P3, P4), according to the parameter to
be estimated. The receiver moves along the main axis of
the tunnel from a reference distance (1 m) then starting
from 5 m up to a given distancedn, using a 5 m step. To
optimize this presentation, we first present the channel
estimated parameters in the 3-10 GHz frequency band.
Then, at the end of this section, we give the results of the
same analysis applied to two reduced frequency bands
(2-6 GHz and 6-10 GHz).

2Federal Communications Commission
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Figure 2. Simulation setup.

As an initial step, frequency responses and time im-
pulse responses were computed. Fig. 3 shows transfer
functions obtained forRx locations up todn = 55 m. The
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Figure 3. UWB frequency responses (1-55 m).

corresponding time domain impulse responses, averaged
and normalized power delay profile (PDP) are given,
respectively, in Fig. 4 and in Fig. 5. Next, these results are
used to determine other parameters, such as delay spread,
coherence bandwidth and tunnel path loss, which are now
analyzed.
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Figure 4. Corresponding impulse responses (1-55 m).

1) RMS Delay Spread τRMS : τRMS is an important
parameter which provides information to evaluate the
level of the inter-symbol interference (ISI) in digital
communications.τRMS was computed from the PDP of
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Figure 5. Averaged and normalized power delay profile (PDP).

Fig. 5. We found that this parameter varies around a mean
value of 25 ns.

a) Distance-Dependent RMS Delay Spread: To eval-
uate the distance dependence ofτRMS , we used the four
configurations ofTx antenna represented in Fig. 2. The
curves in Fig. 6 representτRMS variation according to
distance. From these curves, the estimatedτRMS varies
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Figure 6. τRMS variation according toTx − Rx separation distance.

between 12 and 30 ns. For shortRx to Tx distances,
we note an important dispersive behavior of the channel
(increase and fluctuation ofτRMS values). Then, starting
from about 20-25 m, the channel becomes less dispersive
(τRMS falls and stabilizes).

A similar behavior was observed in [13]. A study was
conducted by the latter to explain such an evolution of
τRMS according to distance. The explanation lies in the
existence of two distinct areas with different behaviors in
the tunnel: the excitation zone of the tunnel and the zone
beyond. The excitation zone was defined in [14]. In that
zone, transfer of radiofrequency energy occurs between
the transmitter and the tunnel and, considering the ray-
theory, many different radio paths coexist. Beyond that
zone, many radio paths are already severely attenuated.
Therefore, the highest values ofτRMS were observed
in the excitation zone, with irregular variations. Beyond
this zone,τRMS decreases before stabilizing. Thus,τRMS

depends ondexc.
Remarks: This result leads to interesting remarks in

relation with our application. In fact, the maximum data-
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rate which may be sent before the time dispersion pro-
duces significant errors from inter-symbol interference in
the channel is related toτRMS by (2) [15]:

DRmax =
1

10τRMS
(2)

Now, the results show thatτRMS values do not ex-
ceed 30 ns. Considering the average value (25 ns), it
is possible to ensure a maximum equivalent data-rate
DR = 1/(10τRMS) = 4 Mbps to avoid ISI without
special precaution. In order to achieve a greater through-
put, this excitation zone has to be carefully explored,
since the maximum throughputs we can ensure within and
outside this zone will be different. Indeed,τRMS changes
according todexc (increases beforedexc and decreases
after), so we should:

• keep an inter-APs distance greater thandexc to avoid
dispersive behavior of the channel and to allow the
maximum throughput,

• otherwise, use techniques like time-reversal to im-
prove the results at shorter distances (d < dexc)

Taking this initial example, a data-rateDR ≈ 7 Mbps
(τRMS ≈ 14.5 ns) could be achieved without equalization
at a range of 75 m. It should be noted that the type of
antenna used also influences the time dispersive properties
of the channel. Indeed, directional antennas reduce the
channel delay spread which results in ISI reduction and,
in consequence, throughput improvement [16].

2) Coherence Bandwidth Bc: This parameter is also an
important indicator of the channel frequency selectivity.It
is defined as the frequency range over which the channel
can be considered ”flat” and it can be computed from
τRMS by (3) or (4):

Bc50% =
1

5τRMS
(3)

Bc90% =
1

50τRMS
(4)

The obtained value ofBc50% for the 3-10 GHz frequency
band is 8.12 MHz. Compared to UWB signals bandwidth,
this value confirms the frequency-selective fading nature
of the channel, which means that different frequency
components of the signal will experience decorrelated
fading.

3) Ray and Cluster Exponential Decay Factors: In
the presence of the clustering phenomenon in the UWB
channel, most previous works assume an exponential
decay for both cluster power and ray power within a
cluster as a function of the delay [17]. Two parametersΓ
andγ characterize, respectively, the inter- and intra-cluster
decaying. The mean values for these two parameters were
obtained by linear regression from the PDP. The obtained
values ofγ andΓ were estimated around 7 ns and 30 ns
respectively (see the following table II).

4) Path Loss:

a) Tunnel Path Loss: Previous studies on path loss
along Line of Sight (LOS) have demonstrated the exis-
tence of two distinct regions, each one presenting its own
attenuation factor. In urban and rural environments, these
two regions have quite different characteristics and are
separated by a break pointdc. Before the break point
(near region), propagation loss is low (path loss exponent
nd = 2) and after the break point (far region), path loss
exponent increases (nd > 2). This break point distance
can be expressed in terms of transmit and receive antenna
heights and the wavelength [18].

Unlike previous open-area environments, the opposite
occurs in tunnel environments in terms of propagation
loss. Indeed, propagation loss is more significant in the
near region than in the far one. Ref. [19] showed that the
path loss in tunnel follows two models:

• one for distances close to the transmit antenna,
similar to free-space path loss (nd = 2, d < dc),

• and another one starting from dc. For these distances,
the waveguide effect takes place andnd < 2.

In the near region, the free-space model can be ex-
plained by considering that propagation occurs in the
Fresnel zone of the transmit antenna. After the break
point, constructive reflections dominate, resulting in loss
diminution. This waveguide effect then extends over long
distances. This also explains the results found in (III-
B.1.a) concerning the decrease in the time dispersive
behavior of the channel at long distances.

b) Distance-Dependent Path Loss: To evaluate
distance-dependent path loss, we now consider communi-
cation ranges of 1 to 600 m. The curves in Fig. 7 repre-
sent propagation path loss results obtained by averaging
losses over the entire frequency band for eachTx − Rx

distance (5):

PL(d) =
1

MN
ΣN

i=1
ΣM

j=1
|H(fi, tj , d)|

2
∝ dnd (5)

where N is the total number of frequency points over
bandwidth,M is the total number of frequency snapshots
over time, andnd represents the path loss exponent. To
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Figure 7. Ray-tracing computed UWB path loss in tunnel between 1
and 600 m.

determinend we proceed by linear regression on the path
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loss expressed in dB by (6):

PL(d)dB = PL0 + 10ndlog10(
d

1m
) + χσ (6)

PL0 represents the free-space path loss in the far field
of the antennas at 1 m andχσ represents the log-
normal shadowing. Over the considered frequency band,
the obtained mean value of the path loss exponent is
nd = 1.4.

Comparison with narrow band results: UWB path
loss results were compared to those of narrow band
results.nd was estimated for frequencies between 2 and
10 GHz and the same 1 to 600 m ranges. The results
obtained and their approximation by linear regression are
presented in Fig. 8. Narrow bandnd is estimated around
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Figure 8. Ray-tracing simulated narrowband path loss in tunnel between
1 and 600 m.

1.63 and its variation according to frequency is given in
Fig. 9.
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Figure 9. Frequency impact on path loss exponentnd.

Determination of the propagation regions: To identify
the propagation regions, we used the method described
in [19]. Results in the 3-10 GHz band give 190 m<
dc < 254 m.

c) Frequency-Dependent Path Loss: The frequency
dependency of UWB path loss can be modeled using two
models:

• the model adopted in the IEEE.802.15.4a standard
channel defined in [20]:

√

PL(f) ∝ f−nf1 (7)

where,nf1 represents the frequency decaying factor.
It generally varies between 0.8 and 1.4.

• and the exponential model [21] given by:

PL(f) ∝ k.e−nf2f (8)

wherenf2 varies from 1 to 1.4.
The frequency decaying factors were calculated using
least-square curve fittings on (7) and (8). The values of
nf1 andnf2 are reported in table II.

Summary: As said before, the same analysis was
applied for the 2-6 GHz and 6-10 GHz frequency bands.
Results are summarized in the following table.

TABLE II.
SUMMARY OF UWB CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS IN TUNNEL.

Frequency band [GHz] 3-10 2-6 6-10
Range d [m] 1-55 1-55 1-55

Path Loss
PL0 [dB] 19.45 183 22.63

Mean Attenuation [dB] 35.48 34.54 38.64
nd 1.4 1.5 1.2
nf1 1 0.95 1.05
nf2 1.2 1.4 1.2
PDP

τRMS [ns] 24.63 27.20 26.75
Bc50% [MHz] 8.12 7.35 7.47
γ (mean) [ns] 7 6 8
Γ (mean) [ns] 30 26 23

We note a lower value of parameternd in the 6-
10 GHz higher frequency band, compared to the 2-6 GHz
lower band:nd(6−10 GHz)

= 1.2, nd(2−6 GHz)
= 1.5. All

these values ofnd are below those corresponding to
free-space propagation (nd = 2). A difference of about
4 dB is also observed, on the mean value of attenuation
between the lower and the higher bands. This means that
the higher band suffers less attenuation than the lower
band. In tunnels, longitudinal attenuation decreases as
frequency increases but we have also to recall that our
model considers smooth walls. Taking into account tunnel
wall roughness, this conclusion could be modified.

According to these results, we conclude thatτRMS is
not influenced by the frequency. This observation was also
noticed in several studies [22], [23].

IV. T IME-REVERSAL EVALUATION

A. Time Reversal

In spite of the very high time resolution of UWB-
IR signals making the probability of fading very weak,
the process of collecting energy that is dispersed in rich
multi-path environments seems to be a very difficult
task [24], [25]. Moreover, given the stringent regulation
constraints on power, receivers must be very efficient at
gathering up the multi-path energy. One way is to use
complex systems such as RAKE receivers, using a large
number of fingers, or Multiple Input Multiple Output
(MIMO) systems. Recently, TR prefiltering has emerged
as a solution to reduce this complexity, thus preserving
the important low-cost advantage of UWB. The TR tech-
nique, originating from underwater acoustics [26], works
as follows:
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Considering an UWB communication link between a
transmitter noted A and a receiver noted B, the complex
channel impulse response (CIR) is first estimated and
recorded at source A. Then, data is prefiltered through a
time-reversal filter, having the same previously recorded
and time-reversed CIR as the impulse response. Finally,
the resulting output is sent over the propagation channel
to B (9).

sB = sA ⊗ CIR∗

AB(−t) ⊗ CIRAB(t) (9)

where sA and sB are respectively the transmitted and
received signals.⊗ denotes convolution andCIR∗

AB(−t)
represents the time-reversed and complex-conjugated
CIR. Thus, (10) gives the new equivalent CIR as:

heq(t) = CIR∗

AB(−t) ⊗ CIRAB(t) = Rauto
AB (t) (10)

where Rauto
AB (t) indicates the channel autocorrelation

function. This has, as a direct consequence, the concen-
tration in time and space of the received energy. This
focusing process appears to be very beneficial to UWB
communication [27], [28], increasing SNR and, therefore,
the communication range, reducing interference effects
(ISI, MUI3), receivers complexity, as well as improving
data-rates, multi-user capacity and providing LPI. In this
paper we assume the Channel State Information (CSI) to
be perfectly known at the transmitter and that the channel
remains stationary during the two successive stages of
channel estimation and data transmission.

B. TR simulations

Under these assumptions, our simulations propose to
demonstrate the benefit of UWB-TR transmission in the
tunnel, especially in terms of ISI and MUI reduction, as
well as providing higher throughputs at extended commu-
nication ranges. Both Single Input Single Output (SISO)
and Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) transmission
were tested for both the conventional transmission mode
(without TR) and the TR one.

1) Temporal focusing: The first demonstration pro-
poses to evaluate temporal compression for three different
Tx-Rx separations,d = 5 m. Then,d = 50 m and, finally,
d = 100 m. Four scenarios have been tested:

• SISO without TR,
• SISO with TR,
• MISO, using TR with two transmit antennas (NTx =

2),
• MISO-TR with four transmit antennas (NTx = 4).

For SISO configurations, bothTx andRx antennas were
centered on the tunnel cross section. For MISO situations,
as depicted in Fig. 10,Rx antenna is centered,Tx

antennas are positioned at the corners of a 50 cm square,
one corner being the center of the tunnel.

To evaluate the temporal focusing effectiveness, we
compute theRMS delay spread using non-TR and TR
configurations (see table III). As demonstrated in [29] for
residential indoor environments case, the predicted delay

3Multi-User Interference

Figure 10. Time focusing simulation setup.

TABLE III.
RMS DELAY SPREAD COMPARISON.

5 m 50 m 100 m

Without Time-Reversal 31.55 ns 13.93 ns 8.20 ns

T
im

e-
R

ev
er

sa
l

SISO 32.55 ns 13.95 ns 8.42 ns

MISO
NTx = 2 19.82 ns 12.08 ns 7.67 ns

NTx = 4 16.31 ns 10.62 ns 7.47 ns

spread in the tunnel environment for the SISO-TR case
is not reduced but increased. This results in the presence
of temporal sidelobes, referring to the residual portion of
the autocorrelation. However, the response is symmetric
and almost all the energy is concentrated around t=0
resulting in a clear signal peak, that is several dB above
the temporal sidelobes. In the case of MISO-TR, temporal
focusing is clearly improved. Indeed, MISO-TR acts as
a technique that maximizes the desired received signal
energy to temporal sidelobe energy ratio. Results also
show that increasing the number of transmitting anten-
nas involves a better temporal compression, especially
at the shortestTx-Rx distances (by about a factor of
0.5). As explained before, this can be explained by the
scattering effect, more important at shortest distances
than at farther distances. Consequently, the transmitter
correlations are lower, resulting in a better temporal com-
pression. This observation confirms that the TR technique
is quite effective in high scattering tunnel environments,
especially at short ranges. Moreover, since channel delay
spread is significantly reduced by using MISO-TR, ISI
can also be significantly reduced. Consequently, higher
throughput can be obtained. In our situation, according to
CBTC requirements a few Mbps are enough to provide
all the required communication resources. Moreover, the
wave-guide effect of the tunnel keeps energy inside the
dedicated transport environment. Considering the average
values of τRMS in these ranges, we deduce that the
maximum data-rate can be improved from 5.5 Mbps
(without TR) to 8.3 Mbps (with TRNTx = 4).

2) Spatial focusing: To evaluate the spatial focusing,
we chose a referenceTx-Rx pair. Then, we considered
an area around the intended receiverRx, as shown in
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Fig. 11.λ is the mean wavelength in the swept frequency
band. Using the new equivalent time reversed CIRs, the

Figure 11. Spatial focusing simulation setup.

spatial focusing gain is defined as the ratio between the
maximum power at reference locationr0, where the target
receiver is located, to the maximum power at a given
locationr = r0 + δx away from the target (11):

sgdB = max {P (r0)} − max {P (r)}

=max
{

|Rauto

(r0)|
2
}

−max{|Rcross

(r,r0)|
2}

(11)

Low spatial focusing gain at distancer away from the
intended receiver indicates that a nearby receiver at that
location would not be able to intercept the communication
successfully. Spatial focusing increases the system secu-
rity and CBTC effectiveness by addressing different trains
in the tunnel selectively. This will also enhance multi-user
system capacity in the tunnel.

Two configurations were investigated for aTx-Rx

separation ofd = 5 m: SISO-TR and MISO-TR (with
NTx = 2). Fig. 12 illustrates power normalized to peak
received in the area without TR. We observe that all users
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Figure 12. Power spatial repartition at the reception.

in this area receive approximately the same power level.
This means that the communication can be intercepted
by any receiver and, in our case, the MUI problem can
really affect the multiple access performance. By using
TR (Fig. 13), the power is decaying rapidly when moving
away from the target. Several situations of the reference
target were tested in the virtual grid and the results were
tested very close. The power is at least 3 dB lower inside

±λ/2 interval, and lower values are observed beyond this
interval.

Next, we considered the case of multiple transmit
antennas (NTx = 2). Fig. 14 illustrates a realization com-
paring SISO-TR (Fig. 14(a)) and MISO-TR (Fig. 14(b))
for the same configuration of the target receiver. We
obtained that MISO-TR performs better spatial focusing
around the target. Of course, results are better as transmit-
ters are decorrelated. A measurement campaign was also
conducted to validate these results. Corresponding results
are reported in [10].
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Figure 13. Spatial focusing gain in SISO-TR situation.
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Figure 14. Spatial focusing gain comparison between SISO and MISO.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new CBTC scheme based on UWB-IR
radio propagation in tunnels was proposed. A ray-based
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channel model in tunnels was presented and characterized.
Among other parameters channel path loss andRMS de-
lay spread and their frequency and distance dependencies
were investigated.

UWB associated to Time-Reversal constitutes a good
technical combination to achieve reliable communication
in railway tunnels. We have shown how TR can help
to simplify signal detection without using complex algo-
rithms at the receiver level. The results obtained prove that
temporal and spatial focusing can be improved by using
multiple antennas at the transmitter. Thus, multi-user
system capacity and data-rate can be greatly increased.

In the real world of mobile train-to-wayside and train-
to-train communication, the task of channel estimating
required by TR will be an obstacle. However, deter-
ministic propagation models exist that can run in real
time, and guided trains always use the same trajectories.
Thus, considering that lateral positions of the antenna will
be almost constant on board the train, and that UWB
provides accurateTx to Rx distance measurements, we
think that this challenge can be addressed. Current work
focuses on evaluating UWB-TR transmission by means
of real-time measurements on a real vaulted tunnel using
appropriate equipment.
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